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	Untitled

	Course Code and Name: POLS*4070 Courts and Parliament
	Calendar Description: The course critically examines the complex relationship between the judiciary and representative institutions. By comparing the treatment of current political controversies (assisted suicide, prostitution, drug treatment), students will better appreciate the often-subtle exchanges between the two institutions and further enhance their research abilities in regards to both legal and legislative processes. 
	Credit Weighting: 1.00
	Pre-/Co-Requisites: 1 of POLS*2350, POLS*3130, POLS*3300
	Restrictions: This is a Priority Access Course. Enrolment may be restricted to particular programs or specializations or semester levels during certain periods. Please see the departmental website for more information. 
	Professor Name: Prof. Mark Harding
	Professor Email: mark.harding@uoguelph.ca
	Professor Office Location: MCKN 546
	General Course Details: The Charter has had a profound effect on the relationship between courts and legislatures in Canada. Following Canada, other jurisdictions around the Commonwealth have adopted rights documents into their parliamentary systems. This trend has enhanced the role of the judicial perspective in matters of public policy. Despite this trend of judicialization, the political branches still play an important role in addressing rights-based conflicts. This course considers the ways in which adopting a bill of rights creates, rather than resolves, many fundamental constitutional questions. Should constitutional rights be relevant in private disputes? Does every political question require a constitutional or judicial answer? Should courts and legislatures equally participate in addressing constitutional issues? To explore these questions, we will examine several case studies – with topics ranging from the appropriate uses of the Charter’s notwithstanding clause, judicial use of the unwritten constitutional principles, and debates over criminal justice policy – to understand the relationship between courts and legislatures in both a Canadian and comparative context. Students are expected to engage in the theories of comparative constitutional studies, apply those theories to a contemporary case study, and present it to class.
	Learning Objectives: Throughout this course, students will be given the opportunity to strengthen their analytical and writing skills. To further these goals, students are expected to demonstrate a command of the assigned readings. Students will be assessed on their understanding both in writing and verbally. There is a considerable amount of complex theory and jurisprudence to read throughout the course. Students will be expected to demonstrate their understanding of this material through several written assessments, an in-class test, and a presentation before the rest of the class. The content draws from both Canadian cases and analogous controversies from around the Commonwealth. This comparative assessment will enrich the students’ understanding of the complexity of the Canadian system by exposing them to similar controversies in other jurisdictions. 
	Course Format: The course will be conducted as a face-to-face seminar. Seminar meetings will not be recorded or live streamed. 
	Method of Assessment: Participation (15%)Presentation Proposal  (5%)Test  (20%)Presentation  (20%)Presentation Write-up (10%)Paper  (30%)
	Required Reading: Mark Harding, Judicializying Everything?: The Clash of Constitutionalisms in Canada, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom (University of Toronto Press, 2022). 


